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2. Answered Prayers

TREASURE: Every whisper of a prayer or shout out to God has been heard. Some prayers were
answered right away, some answered differently than expected, some answered though a journey
and some have yet to be answered.  By looking back and thanking God for answered prayers it
will strengthen your faith today.

MY RESPONSE:

““When I pray you answer me; you encourage me by giving me the strength I need.”  Psalm 138:3

1. God’s Omni-Presence

TREASURE: Whether you were a Christian or not, God was present in your past. He was there
when you were conceived and formed in your mother’s womb. In your saddest, most painful
moments- He was there. During the biggest victories or accomplishments- He was there too.

MY RESPONSE: 

“You saw me before I was born. Every day of my life was recorded in your book. Every moment of my life was laid out before
a single day passed.”  Psalm 139:16

3. Past Blessings

TREASURE: Just like a treasure chest is full of different jewels, coins and gold…blessings come in
many shapes and sizes. Look for the people, situations or gifts that made a difference in your life.
Thanking God and acknowledging Him for His goodness will strengthen your hope and faith for
the future.

MY RESPONSE:

““Give thanks to Him who led his people through the wilderness. His faithful love endures forever.” Psalm 136:16
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4. Specific People in Your Past

TREASURE: There might be a specific person or people who you are thankful for. What about
them made you especially thankful? Did this person believe in you when no one else did? Did he
or she spend time teaching and training you…pouring into your life? Maybe lead you to Christ?
Recall a special person and let those memories fill your mind. Express your gratitude towards
him/her by saying, “Thank you!”

RESPONSE:
 

“How we thank God for you! Because of you we have great joy in the presence of the God.” I Thessalonians 3:9

5. Lessons Learned

TREASURE: The past is a great teacher. A wise person will learn from past mistakes and sin, in
order not to repeat it. There is great value for today in learning these lessons. Be thankful for the
opportunity to grow and learn. Look at it as an opportunity for today not a failure of the past.

RESPONSE:

“And we know that in all things God works for the good of those who love him, who have been called according to his purpose.”
Romans 8:28

6. Teaching Points 

TREASURE: Past experiences (good or bad) provide wisdom and guidance to those younger than
you. People need older, more experienced people share about their life, their mistakes and what
matters most. Be thankful, no matter what your past was like, that you can have a positive effect
on the future generations.

RESPONSE:

“Your greatest ministry will likely come out of your greatest misery.” Rick Warren
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7. Empathy for People Today

TREASURE: The only way to truly have empathy for someone is to have gone through what that
person is going through. To intimately know what it feels like to be in their shoes. Taking a
broken past and using it to connect to a broken world is world changing.  Having the ability to
tenderly care for another person is literally God’s love being lived out though YOU!

RESPONSE:

 

“This High Priest of ours understands our weakness, for he faced all of the same temptations we do, yet he did not sin. So, let
us come boldly to the throne of our Gracious God. There we will receive his mercy, and we will find grace to help us when we

need it.” Hebrews 4:15-16
 
 

8. Catalyst to Confession 

TREASURE: Looking back on the past can provide an avenue for confession. Admitting your sin
and coming clean is a chance to start new. There may be hidden, unconfessed past sin that is
causing problems in the here and now. Be thankful that your past can be a catalyst to confession.

RESPONSE:

“But if we confess our sins to him, he is faithful and just to forgive us and to cleanse us from every wrong doing.” 1 John 1:9
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